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Bulletin #14 of the Movement for the American Indigenous Solar cultures
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Dear Spiritual Friends, ¡PASH…   ¡IN LAK´EH…!

To break through on the path, which is everyday life, you have to close the past, not mix it with the
present, as it would stagnate the journeyer. Complaints, remorse, repression, sadness, longing, idealizing,
etc., of what happened in the past, are wounds that must be healed before making decisions. The path is
every moment of existence, every place, every encounter, or disagreement, the expected and the
unexpected. Each step we take requires internal changes, not repeating adverse attitudes within a vicious
circle, which we need to transform into a virtuous circle, an upward spiral. Rather than living in the present, a
fleeting word that when pronounced has already gone to the past, it is better to say TODAY, because we are
always in today; yesterday you did not say: “I am in yesterday”, but rather, “I am in today”. Tomorrow you will
not say: “I am in tomorrow”, but rather, “I am in today”. A small word of great significance.

And better than using the word BEING as a verb, is using it as a noun: I AM THE BEING, positive and
transcendent affirmation of what we really ARE. As a verb it is used for false identities, which, if they have
value in the social world, lack value when it comes to investigating what we really are. Saying: I am a child, an
adolescent, a young adult, an adult, a senior, reveals the conditioning in time; I am single, married, divorced,
widowed, is the conditioning in the social status; I am a millionaire, very rich, poor, very poor, a beggar,
conditioning in properties and resources; and so on. That is why it is necessary to grasp the idea of
NOT-BEING… The Voice of Heaven gave the perfect expression before Moses on Mount Sinai: I AM THAT I
AM… Without labels, without adjectives, without supposed identities. I AM backwards in Spanish (SOY): YOS,
TODAY backwards in Spanish (HOY): YOH (the real Being is a plural, not a singular, hence the sacred sound H
...)

PASH…   AL LAK´EN…
Your Brother and Servant, D. Días Porta

From The Andes, South Amerikua, on the 21st of the month of the Lamb, Year 74 in Aquarius

“…… GOD is the Universal. There is no Christian god, Indian god, a Hindu god, there is only ONE God. Even through the
different names, it is seen that he is the same. This is possible to understand not only through Faith, but also through
Reason; this little analysis proves it. Obviously, when saying God, it must be added whether it is the Manifested, or He in
his attribute of "Father", "Son" or "Holy Spirit" for Christians; from 'Brahma' or 'Vishnu' or 'Shiva' for the Hindus; from 'El
Aquil', or 'El Aqlu', or 'El Maqui' for Muslims ... It is necessary to return to the precise terms, because before the
Manifested God (the Creator) there is the Non-Manifested God, precisely the One to whom is better applied the true name
of God, which is the Imperishable as the Hindus say, the One who is complete; for those who do not want to name him, he
is qualified as ‘Absolute’; is the Brahma Nirguna, and that famous term, the Hebraic word for Àin Soph', the Limitless… In
short, symbolized by the formula n over infinity = 0…… ”(From: PP XX, Occult Symbology, p. 15, by Maestre SR de la
Ferriére).

THE ELDER BROTHER SAT-GURU DR. JOSE MANUEL ESTRADA answers this question:

Why, if it is not a religious sect, does the GFU (Great Universal Brotherhood) have a religious ceremony?



A very normal question, but you need to have a background: where does this Ceremony come from and why do we
bring it? Answering would need a kilometer-long explanation, so to speak. Our Institution comes to transmute the states
of consciousness of the peoples, to change the way of seeing things, but it does not come to end what is established by the
Cosmos and its laws.

The Cosmos has established 7 special principles, which are the aspects of Divinity. Among those aspects we have the
7th: the Ceremonial, which is everywhere at all times. Here we are doing a Ceremony, I am the officiant, and you are the
assistants, living with me in a moment, in a different environment, something that belongs to the 7th aspect of Divinity,
the Ceremonial. The majority of humanity in South America, Central America, and part of Europe, have the Catholic
religious line, which has a Ceremonial, representing the 7th aspect within that line. We are not opposed, in any way; we
only present another form of the 7th aspect. The origin of the Catholic Church was ours because our Cosmic Ceremony is
the same as the Catholic Church in its primitive times, now it has evolved or has been transformed, but we bring the pure
Ceremony from those times.

Why do we bring it? Because the truth starts to be diluted in the undergrowth of superstition, but there comes a
time when it is worth removing, that undergrowth, to present it pure and clean, according to the intellectuality of this
century. Thus, we come to remove the undergrowth of superstition, and to present the pure and clean truth. The Cosmic
Ceremony is short, simple, but fine, based on cosmic laws, that is why it is called Cosmic. We have been sowing that seed;
when we are all over the world, it will be the Ceremony used and remembered, the original Catholic Ceremony, for times
to come.

I find myself between the columns. In a certain line of studies, we are told: “I put you between the columns”. Almost
no one knows or realizes why the priest of our Catholic religion says: "the holy sacrifice of the mass"; because it is a
sacrifice of the priest within the field of magic. Where he is placed between the columns, between the positive and the
negative, he is crucified. When they crucified Christ, they put him between the columns. Which ones? One of you who
answer me… Yes, the two thieves, the column on the right and the column on the left, between the columns sacrificing
himself. This is the holy sacrifice of the Mass, where the priest enters the line of magic, of High Theurgy, to work with two
columns, for we cannot work without columns.

Question: What do the two columns mean?

The Master: the two columns signify divine polarity, divine duality, a cosmic law. These two columns are
everywhere; you have them in your houses. One is born between 2 columns: father and mother, the father is the right
column, the mother is the left column. We need two columns, it is the law of the triangle, two points produce a third. I give
you the teaching of how GOD speaks to us. Let's see if you broaden your understanding and capture what has been
explained to you. We have no other way to say: “You Are, and before you I bow ...”

The Bible says: "First you will see my reflections and then you will see me face to face." I want to put you on the
path so that one day you can see God face to face, then you will feel happy to have existed, to be the expression of the
same, to never die. This is why when Peter asked the Master Jesus: “Master, we have already left everything to follow you,
what do you give us ...?” He replied: “One hundred percent of what you have left; you will sit at the Throne of the Son of
Man; you will judge the twelve tribes of Israel ...”

That is a complete teaching that Jesus gave to Peter and to humanity, because Peter represents humanity. And it is
a thorough teaching that he gives to us, those of the Great Universal Brotherhood. Let's see if it is true: ‘One hundred
percent of what you have left’, we are going to analyze this point. When we enter the divine study and go looking, a very
important phenomenon appears, and that is when we will not lack for anything. If you tell me: “I want to go to India, but I
can't…” I answer: “You can go to India if you are working; but if not, how are you going to go?” When I want, I can go
wherever I want. I believe I can do whatever I want; however, I am not rich ...



It’s just that the Elder Brother is very special, because since he was a child he dedicated himself to observing things
and to see why they existed, why there is this and that, why there is heaven ... This servant always took care of looking
everywhere, why things exist. That's how he learned and arrived at this moment; when in reality, I do not lack food, I do
not lack a house. Others have to be working their trade to have this and that. Why? Because to whoever seeks GOD,
everything comes to him, everything is given to him. For this reason, the H:. M:. (Elder Brother) always implies that we
should study God. The time has come to study Him now, from the scientific angle, although scientists are not yet
concerned with this, but the time will come when they will be. (From a lecture by H. Master Dr. José Manuel Estrada, the
Elder Brother).

THE 7 PRINCIPLES OR RAYS OF DIVINITY

"1st Ray: The WILL. Chap. I of Genesis in the Bible teaches us the power of the will in every creative act: "Let there be
..." and it was done. "Thy Will be done here on Earth as it is in Heaven ..." that is, that our will be in harmony with the
Divine Will and its laws. From the will derives the verb ‘to Want’, which corresponds to Taurus and its ruler Venus, as we
see in the initiatic emblem of our Order. "Thy Will be done and not mine", a powerful mantra of renunciation, a sound of
power, pronounced by Master Jesus upon reaching full Divine Unity, the mental state of true communion. But, ‘I do only
my will’ isolates from universal reality. It is not a question of remaining passive, without will, but of uniting ours to the
divine by understanding and acting according to the mechanism of cosmic laws that govern existence, instead of
swimming against the current, with its sufferings and disappointments. That is why this first Ray is complemented by the
second.

The Initiatic Tradition affirms that ‘self-government and self-control is happiness; letting yourself be governed by
others is misery.’ The personal will together with the divine will, requires self-discipline and self-improvement. The Earth
becomes a beautiful mansion if we apply the will with a joyful heart and a mind guided by wisdom, not by unconscious
impulses. Self-control is the predominant note in the person of will, who acts constructively, and controls his impulses and
energies. It is the inner self governing the outer self, free from the constraints of the environment and seductive
appearances. The feeling of the divine allows us to say, 'I want', which obligates, instead of saying 'I would like' which
implies apologies for not doing it. It is very different to say, 'I want to be happy, period', than to say 'I would like to be
happy, but …’ That feeling brings strength and serenity in the face of adversity. Living is action. The Yoga Sutras of
Patanjali are teachings for people of will. Whoever vibrates with purity in the Ray of the Will, yearns to share with others
that joy, that ideal, that exercise, instead of boasting and believing himself superior.

2nd Ray: LOVE-WISDOM. True love is an expression of that wisdom that brings understanding, tolerance, and
compassion. It fosters brotherhood, spiritual love that transcends differences. If the feeling of oneness is firmly rooted in
the heart, no one is judged from a selfish point of view, but rather the needs of others are respected and cared for. At the
same time, we could say that true wisdom is an expression of Love. We can also analyze the following rays to understand
them and above all apply them to our path. (D. Días Porta).
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https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planeta
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chakra
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gl%C3%A1ndula
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sistema_solar
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/J%C3%BApiter_(planeta)
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CONTINUED IN: https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siete_rayos

The seven rays are part of a theosophical concept found in some esoteric religions and doctrines. In the West it is
found in the doctrine of Gnosticism.
In the early nineteenth century, the seven rays appeared in a more elaborate way in the teachings of theosophy, first
presented by Helena Blavatsky and later by the Tibetan teacher Djwhal Khul through Alice Bailey, both based on the
hylozoist theory.1 According to the Theosophists , that concept was already in the Hindu religion.

The seven rays by E. WOOD:
http://www.logiamdblavatsky.com/resources/Wood_Ernest%20-%20Los%20Siete%20Rayos.pdf

https://www.astrologiaespecial.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/La_astrologia_y_los_siete_rayos-Huber.
pdf

HEALING BY THE 7 RAYS:
http://consciouslivingfoundation.org/ebooks/Span14/Bailey%20Alice%20-%20Tratado%20de%20los%20Siete%
20Rayos%204.pdf

MAKE YOUR HOME A JOYFUL PARTY:
Listen to music, sing, dance, celebrate, hug ...

https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venus_(planeta)
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Esmeralda
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercurio_(planeta)
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jaspe
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reino_animal
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mineral
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siete_rayos
http://www.logiamdblavatsky.com/resources/Wood_Ernest%20-%20Los%20Siete%20Rayos.pdf
https://www.astrologiaespecial.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/La_astrologia_y_los_siete_rayos-Huber.pdf
https://www.astrologiaespecial.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/La_astrologia_y_los_siete_rayos-Huber.pdf
http://consciouslivingfoundation.org/ebooks/Span14/Bailey%20Alice%20-%20Tratado%20de%20los%20Siete%20Rayos%204.pdf
http://consciouslivingfoundation.org/ebooks/Span14/Bailey%20Alice%20-%20Tratado%20de%20los%20Siete%20Rayos%204.pdf


MAKE YOUR HOME A BEAUTIFUL SANCTUARY:
Pray, meditate, praise, thank, request, share ...

MAKE YOUR HOME A PERMANENT SCHOOL:
Read, write, draw, paint, study, learn, teach ...

MAKE YOUR HOUSE A DYNAMIC COMPANY:
Clean, fix, organize, decorate, move things around, invest ...

MAKE YOUR HOME A TRUE HEALTH CENTER ::
Cook, try, invent recipes, cultivate, plant a garden, heal, exercise ...

FINALLY, MAKE YOUR HOUSE, YOUR FAMILY, A HOLY HOME OF LOVE, PEACE AND WELL-BEING ...

The word is silver. Silence is gold.

Do not inflate the ego, but have faith in God, leave the egocentric vision to be able to rise above the poor 'me' and
its limitations.

ANANAU, ORO INKA, CANTO INKA https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IVSx0o1QsJg OTRO:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VYP6EGZAEC4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IVSx0o1QsJg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VYP6EGZAEC4

